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SOME ORBITAL ELEMENTS USEFUL IN SPACE
TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS 1

William Kizner

Jet Propulsion Laooratory
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

ABSTRACT

A set of orbital elements is described which is

applicable when the motion is hyperbolic and even

rectilinear, such as the motion associated with a lunar

landing. This set provides a convenient description of

miss distance and furnishes simple relationships for

many complex geometrical problems in lunar and inter-

planetary flight. The use of these elements with others

which are described enables the computation of a

variety of differential corrections.

'This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract
No. NASw-6, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Space-flight research characteristically involves the calculation of innumer-

able trajectories, some of which are reference trajectories and others variations of

reference trajectories. The orbital elements given here can be used to determine

differential corrections or changes from the standard trajectory without the

necessity of computing varied trajectories, providing a welcome reduction in

computation time.

As an example of their use, these orbital elements can be applied in the

determination of a trajectory which impacts the target in a given way. If the target

were on the Earth's surface, the miss distance would be described in terms of

range and azimuth error, and a typical differential correction would be the partial

derivative of range error with respect to speed at burnout. However, if the target is

the Moon and a vertical impact is desired, some other measure of miss distance has

to be used. By analogy with the terrestrial target calculations, two components are

necessary. For this purpose, with a lunar target, use is made of two components of

B, the impact parameter vector, which has magnitude b and lies in the orbital plane.

It is directed from the focus perpendicularly to the incoming asymptote of the

I osculating hyperbola, evaluated at a time when the vehicle is near the target. The

elliptic case is not treated.

Having described the miss distance in terms of orbital elements, one can

J obtain analytically the approximate changes in these elements due to changes in the

initial osculating conic referenced to the Earth. Of course, it is not necessary to

obtain these changes analytically in order to use the elements as a convenient

ISIH2
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measure of miss distance. When it is known how thc ni is5 c 0! lpo, i'.s varcy with

changes in the initial conditions, either approxirmately or I).%v a numerical solution

of the varied ('quations of motion, it is possible to a rriv al any dsired kind cf

impact.

In this paper the g(eneral theoc.v and n(,thods (if comnputati n arc given.

The results will b, discuss,,d in skibsequt.it pmptt's. The us( (it' orbital lemens

for differential cor'ections is desc ribed bY Eckert and lroiw] e (RCf. 1) and

S. I cz'rick with ot hers of A ronulr(i nc (Rf. 2).

13
I
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II. THE B SET OF ELEMENTS

For near-rectilinear hyperbolic motion the B set of elements has been found

to be a well-behaved set of parameters that produces no singularities, provided the

motion does not become parabolic. The variations of this set with respect to changes

in the initial coordinates are surprisingly linear. This set is being used exclusively

at the Laboratory to design trajectories (Ref. 3).

The B vector, which forms the basis of the B set, is defined as a vector

originating at the focus of hyperbola and directed to the incoming asymptote (see

Fig. 1). Analytically.

t = h ]5 -- (1)
(C

where

(2)

with c1 the angular momentumi ,onstant, the \ is viva. )r twice the total energy;

and

0

a-/2  1)2 (3)

The other symbols have the usual m'eaning. When defined in this way, B can be

thought of as the vector miss which would occur if the target had no mass, although

this is not strictly correct because the mass of the target does influence the osculating

elements.

4I
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The dir-ection of the incoming asymptote is specified bv the unit vector S

S~ a + h- (4)
C

It can be shiown that in ati empts to flit a targc't,S will have approximately

the same orientation for- all search trajectories. Since f3 is perpendicular to S,

it follows that B3 can be rept-esented approxiniatei.v by~ tw'o numbers, or comnpo-

nents. The components chosen are along unit vectors T and R, perpendicular to S

anid to each other. T lies In the eqjuatorial, ecliptic, or other convenient fixed

reference plane, and indicates x% hether the miss is to the right or left (direct or

retrograde). Thel( onlY condition for the fixed reference piane is that it is not

perpendicuiar to the, iisylmIptote . The other, vt-,(tr, R, indicates the up or dowvn

component of' ni ss. T!,o twvo componenzts arf' B T and B It, cal led m, and n'2

If S is spec(,ified bvw "o anugl'. O and ()" definled bY

S2 (S)

cos Os OS= (7)

sinl (is ('05 ( SV~ 8

tlien T is given by

X sill OSl

=-Cos U0 (10)

5
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T z  -0 (11)

R T X S (12)

A positive value for B T indicates that the motion is direct; a positive value for

B •R indicates that the motion is above the target.

If the approximation is used that S is constant for a given Class of trajec-

tories, and that the components ml and m 2 are linear functions of ini:ial errors,

then valuable information can be obtained analytically by calculating onlyv one

trajector" near- the target. For example, it is possible by a relativelv simple

procedure to find a mapping between the miss components and the selenographic

coordinates. Since "he probability distribution for impacting can be easily deter-

mined in terms of the miss components (where linear theory is applicable), the

distribution in terms of the selenographic coordinates may be obtained by the

known mapping.

The mapping of miss componntts :o selenographic coordinates depends

essentially on two relations, shown in Fig. 2. The line OP is the path directed at

the center of the targe ,. This line also represents the asymptote of the osculating

conic, which is v,,rv nearly parallel to the asymptotes of other- conics which

intersect the surface of the target. Consideration is now given to the case where

the inipat is not vertical and lhe impact parameter is along the T axis. Since

the plane oi the trajectory contains the original S vector, the loci of the imp,,ot

points on the surface of the target (considered a sphere) must be a great circle.

This is true whenever the direction of B is held fixed and 'he magnitude is varied.

6
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This is the firs! relalion. The other is that the angle between great circles at 1'

is the sanmi as hle angle be, ween the ,ocresponding BY vec' os.

Another example of the application of this method is in searching for a

ajec oI\ w'li h pa.-sses over the pole of trie Moon, The conditions can be con-

verted into miss componcnts by first specif\ing the pericenter distance q; this is

cquivaln to specif.ing the altitude at closest approach. Then the required value

of b is

b q 2  2aq (13)

w h.re a is negative for the h.yperb()ia.

Sinue

the ratl.o o; 1h' .onipoonts and heir" signs must he determined. This is found bY

proju. inri a unL vc,or in the direction of the pole, 0, on the r and R axes. Then

in 0 T (15)

"/6(7 )- + (2

0 2  0 II (16)

1 (u"T) 2 + (.

Thus a seemingly complex problem is solved by the use of three simple equations,

(13), (15), and (16).

"I
11
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The six orbital elenients that are used are the epuu ii of periapsis T, m1i M2

C3, 0 s arid 0.To find thie rectangular coordinates from these elements, Ci is

found from (1-4) arid (2). S fromi (5), (7), and (8), T fromn (9) to (11), and R from (12),

from which

13 T +i III,) R (17)

From (1) and (4), P and Q are fouind. If the epoch is given, Kepler's equation can be

SO! ved to find F, anid thi re(. tanguar coom'dina tfs miay be computed. Special

techniques foi -;-vin~g Kepmer 's equation have been developed which apply when the

eccentricityv i.,- c lose to 1.

8
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III. THE w SET OF ELEMENTS

When the orbital plane is well determined, the w set of elements is used: T,

c 1 , c 3 , w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 . The w t angles represent rotations about the P, Q, and W

axes in a given order and have been defined so that they apply to finite rotations.

Here it will be assumed that the rotations are infinitesinual.

The use of the rotational elements is similar to that described by Eckert and

Brouwer (Ref. 2), who use rotations about the P, Q, and W axes. The rotations

w1 , w 2 , and w 3 are about the reference P, Q, and W axes. The other elements were

chosen so that they would apply to elliptic motion with a large eccentricity, to

parabolic, and to hyperbolic motion. For small eccentricities where the periapsis

is not well determined, -nT + w 3 may be used as a variable, similar to Eckert and

Brouwer. Since these elements must apply to motion where the eccentricity is close

to 1, it was decided to eliminate the eccentricity as a variable because it is not well

behaved. Also, a cannot be used because it is discontinuous. Instead,

(9(18)

is used, and is well behaved. The reason for the choice of T instead of M as an

element follows if the parabolic case must be included. Thus T, c 1 . c 3 , and the w i

were chosen as orbital elements.

These elements are used in two different ways depending on whether the

w i are finite (as in guidance studies) or infinitesimal (as in differential :-,rveciloil

computations). If the w i are to be kept small, the standard P, Q, and W are
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taken to be the osculating P, Q, and W along the reference trajectory. Then not

only are the variations small, but the rotations arc about "body-fixed" axes.

In other words, if initially a rI rotation is perforrmed, at a later time this will

represent a rotation about the P axis of the later osculating conic.

10
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IV. DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTIONS

A. Orbital-to -Rectangular Changes

The formulas which give the changes in inertial irectangular coordinates

due to changes in the orbital elements will now be presented.

1. Changes in the w set. The w set is treated first, since some of its

relations are further utilized in the transformation of the 13 set.

The equations for the hyperbola read

i = aP(cosh F - e) + hQ sitnIh F (1 )

r- sh Qcosh F
r

Differentiating, ni d kt cpi . I, cpoh ai wlich h, t oordinates arc ,bsc.'v d

fixed, 5Yleldp

dr = daP(cosh F - e) dPa(cosh F - e)

+ dFaP sinh F - deaP + dbQ sinh F (21)

+ dQb sinh F + dFbQ cosh F

1 - sinh F - /r sinh F
di da 2 -a r -dP -MaP r

-d / d- J P osht F + dr sinh F

r r2

(22)

+ d cosh F dQ coshF
2 / p r r

+ dF I; Q si F -dr' , cosh FdF Q r/-upQ 9r r

11
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These equations as they stand ar- not in terms of the orbital elements T,

c 1 , c 3 , w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 . Each will be expanded in turn. From the definition

da - c3 dc 3  (23)

dP, dQ, and dWk are found from

dP = Qw 3  "W w 2  (24)

dQ = Ww !  Pw 3  o (25)

dW = Pw 2  Qw 1  (26)

as can be seen from drawing a simple picture of any rotation. Equations (24) to (26)

can be put in matrix form:

dP x dQ x dW~ X x wx 0 -3'

dP. d(Q d)W,, P v Q - NAy w 3  0 - (27)

dPI dQ z dWz PZ Qz Wz w2 W1

This form is suitable if the rotations are finite, and the last matrix represent.

the derivatives of an orthogonal matrix representing the rotation. Also by direct

differentiation,

2{ 2c 1 3)dc + c2dc 3 ) (28)2ep21

dc 1  1  )
db d(- 3  (99)

(in--- dc 3  (30)

2c3

dp 2c (31)1

H12
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Incidentallv, (2 3) to (31) ilso apply whenci the coniC is ani ellipse. Kepler's

equation is differentiated:

1' dn( t T)- ndT -de sinh F(:32)
t oF - 1

where dn and de have already~ been given ini terms of the orbital elemenits. Also,

dr =-dz (te cosh F - 1) - de a cosh F - dFae sinh F (3 3)

The for-mUlas for the- elliptic case arct so simiiar that they are not listed.

2. Chan :s in the 13 set. For this set, the division between parameters

which deter mine the orientation (the w *) awlpadetr which determine the other

Properties is lost. MN-ost of thle elements affec t both the orientation anid shape of

the conic. However, Eqs. (21) and (22) hold. Since

a {S C l)(4)

and

0b

the variations in P anid Q can be derived if the right -hand side is diffe renti able. For

the rectilinear case. xvien I, zipproaches zern, the term in (:35) Involving B can cause

difficulty. Sinice t hf rectilinear cz . e presents some analyti cal problems, it -,ili

be fully treated. Thel( nonirectilliia ase s~ straightforward, and will niot be

analyzed in detail.
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From Eqs. (28) and (31). de and dp are zero sijicc 1 'i, r ", : r--ct:-

linear case. Hence, the equations of motion (19) and (20) can be differentiated

keeping e = 1 and p = 0:

dr = daP(cosh F - 1) + dPa(cosh F - 1)

(36)

+ dFaP sinh F + dbQ sinh F

,/ pi -sinh F- sinhFdr da 1 - _ - d P /-aa r r
(:37)

- cosh F ,- sinh Fa + d.. /-pa P

It should be note( that Q appears in Eq. (36) and has not been defined for

the rectilinear case. it will bc defined so that it depends on each variation in a

natural way. First da and dF are given by E(Is. (23) and (32) as before. Differ-

entiating (34) atd evaluating it for" the rectilinear case,

dP = dS -- dB- (38)

dO is not used.

dS x  - Thin 0s Cos s (39s - cos Os sin sd( s

dSy (5os Oos Osd0s - sin Os sin s do s  (39)

dSz cos os d4rs

dB d(JS T) T + d(B" R) R (40)

T and R art- ,ivern unamlbi r .iIIMIsiv v ' s. (5) :o (12).

14
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It now ren-ains to define Q. Since dB is contained in the T, R plane from (40),

it is perpendicular to S, or to P which is equal to S. Hence, there is no reason

why Q should not be defined to he in the opposite direction to dB. This will insure

that B is a continuous function for the variation in any element. Hence,

- I  - m 2  (41)Q -T -R(4)

+ m 2  /m 2 + m 2

1 2 2
Since

1) = m2 + m 2  (42)
1 2

db = -T- din, + - dm 2  (43)

This formula must be modified when b goes to zero, which is the rectilinear' case.

If it is assumed that din 1 or din 2 is positive, then

db = dm 1  (44)

for an i 1 variation, and

db = d m
2  (45)

for an m 2 variation. In general,

db =(dm) 2 + (dm 2 ) 2  (46)

" the rectilinear case, c 1 is no longer an independent variable

dcl db f (47)

15
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B. Rectangular -to -Orbital Changes

1. Changes in the w set. It is a simple matter to find the changes in the

angular momentum and energy constants due to changes in the rectangular

coordinates:

- -i /-; - - -
C1 r x " v x r) (r xi) (48)

r×r•dr X r + r T]
dc,_______ x r X -di (49)dCl = 21 17 ______49

r _]
-- W [d r X r + r X d (50)

For the rectilinear case W is determined by the perturbation, and Eq. (44)

reduces to

dc = 1dr X r + r (51)

which can also be derived from the fact that, c 1 originally is zero. Since

2p (52)

-- 2p" dr

dc 3 = 2r- dr + r3 (53)

The formulas for changes in a, e, p, and n, which depend only on c 1 and c 3 , are

unchanged. For the hyperbola from (33),

dF dr + da(e cosh F - 1) + de(a cosh F) (5)
ae sinh F

dr- d r (55)
r

16
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(IT Lde sinh F + dF(e cosh F - 1) - dn(t - T)] (56)

The changes in orientation will next be given. Since

r or (57)

C:1

1 dr r +rd W
dW r dc, (5 8dW c

From Eq. (26),

dW P w2

dW •Q = -v 1  (60)

A
To find w 3 , v is introduced:

A
v v + w 3  (61)

A
The term v represents the polar angle that the vehicle makes with the reference

o

P axis for infinitesimal rotations (see Fig. 3).

Hence,

dw 3 = dv - dv (62)

17
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Since

Cos% (63)

I_ [de (pdp + r p] (4

dv - sill v Le - er + e2(4

r-APsin v QCos (65
dv = dr •L - + (65

This last formula can easily be derived by noting that dr P and dr Q

are the components of dr on the P and Q axes. A change in position along the P

axis results in a rotation of - sin v/r, etc.

Thus the changes in the w set can be computed.

2. Changes in the B set, rectilinear case. The changes in cl, c 3 , T, etc.

remain the same as in the w set, but the changes in ml, m 2 , qps, and Os must

be computed. It is convenient to define a unit normal to W, for each variation in

the rectangular coordinates. Since

ClW = r x r (66)

and dW is defined to be zero,

dclW = dr x r + r x dr (67)

18
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01,

w- ,L X i - " )( (lj"(I; .x x (1 (68)

As an example for a variation in x,

0 \

2 2

B h(S x %V) (70)

(113 d 1)(S x %V) (71)

d(B. T) =((1) T (70T)

dl(B 10 = ((an) R 7

For the -e'tilinea r o " almost I't.'U. tas(,

S (7 4)

whe re

. ,/ . •(75,)

This assumes that the vhi.'le is a Sufficient distanrt, from the focus that it Is

moving parallel to the asy-mptote. In p ractie, Eq. (7-) will be ;I (,xc(.11(,nt

app roximation if the other conditio(,is for th- lincir vase ai e satis!'ied. Henh..

P!.
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dS =-.- --- (76G)
s

From (39),

dSz

dos dsv T sin b, sin (S (78)
('S cosos

C. Differential Corrections

In the general problem o! d 1fferenqtia 1 corrections one :s conc erned wkith the

changes in the position and vcI,,ocjt,\' coordinates of some,( point along the path due to

changes in the orbital elements at a different point. For the two -bodly prob~lem the

path can be represented analvtica lv -and the deviaticis can be fobtained rigorous IV.

Even if the path is not exactly an ellipse, it r-ay be possible to calculate chanufes iin

the path as if a conic solution appLied. The free 4 lit path of an ICBM differs so)

little from an ellipse that in this case the deviations may be k-omrputed on the b~asis of

formulas that are derived fromn the two-body uroblcm.

This program of erl'or cor rection can be usted only in the case where the

actual path is almost a conic section and the elements ulhosen exhibit the follow ,ing

properties. Consider a reference traiectory at time t one of its elemnents q: (t0 ))

is subjected to a small perturbation ,q; (tt)) while all the other elements are kept

fixed. One now computes the path from to to a later time t1. denoting the- e !eilnentL

of the varied path b-, (14. If now

'(ti) - (ti) 1 'i (to) i = 1 .. (79)

20
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and

q~j (t )  - Ij (t i )  tx o i # j (8 0)

then the elements are well behaved and no special variational equations need to be

solved since

0qj (I

aqi (to)

The orbital elements that have been chosen exhibit this property for trajectories

encountered in deep space exploration where eccentricities are not close to zero. It

has been shown, however, that a lunar or interplanetary trajectory can be broken up

into segments each of which is in a region of a dominating body. Let us examine in

this light a trajectory which is meant to intersect with the Moon and calculate the

differential corrections of errors at the Moon as a function of errors at injection.

Using the w set at injection (the orbital plane being well defined), one converts

the various errors at injection into orbital elements using the osculating conic sections

at injection. Since the region of infuence of the Moon is a concentric sphere of

66, 000 km radius, this is taken as the boundary between Earth and Moon

domination. At this point the changes in the elements of the osculating conic sections

referenced to the Earth have to be changed to those referenced to the Moon. This

transformation is accomplished in three steps. The first step is to convert the

orbital changes of the Earth -referc-nced osculating conic into variations in an Earth-

referenced, nonrotating, carte sian coordinate system. The next step is to convert

21
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the cartesian coordinate changes to a Nloon -refrenced ca itesian system. If t!he t,%o

coordinate systems are parallel, it follows that

R12 + r 2  = r Io =

R12 " r 2  = t

where R12 is the position of the second center of attraction with respect to the first,

12 is the position of the vehicle with respect to the second center, r 1 is the position

(,t' the vehicle with resp o t to the fiist ctli!tf'; 'il siwilan -l,, for the veo(, Cities. Tihuns

the variations

J',Cl = l'r2
cC =

are continuous at the boundary hetkeen the two) vugons. The third step is to convert

iht- Moon--c-iltered cartesian sv steni int clia ilgts iii the osculating conic refertzi ie ,

tlht. XMo)on. The osculating conics used in the c, t1tUlatiors are, ()f course, thet onsc' t

the boundary and consequently may differ inateria 1lv from the initial as wei; as fr.om

the final values.

In the neighborhood of the target the B set is used. With this anavticai

method one obtains the partial derivatives of the miss component.s-z the tar .et with a

precision of a few per cent. The errors incurred are due mainly to effects a: tihe

boundary of the two regions Studies are undt-r way to circumvent this problem.

22 -
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The B set and the w set have proven to be very useful in the determination of

differential corrections. The B set car be used for cases where the motion is

hyperbolic, and the w set is used for all motions except rectilinear motion and nearly

circular motion. The combination of the two sets may be employed to predict changes

in the final conditions due to changes in the initial conditions. Also, corrections in

the orblit can be made bly the same technique.

The method of solving the equations of motion by variation of parameters may

be derived from the equations given here. It is possible to obtain the effects of the

perturbations on the two-body problem bv treating the perturbations as incremental

velocities. From the transformation of velocities to orbital elements (presented here

f,-or certain cases) the e juat'ons for the variation of parameters follow.

Another application of these elements is in guidance studies. IHere the w set

is employed for finite rotations. For this apptication it is usefut D have the end

conditions in terms of the B set represented by a polynomial as a function of the

initial orbital elements of the w set. Here the varied trajectories are calculated

numerically to find the polynomial.

The complete equations used, including the method of solution of Kepler's

equations, will be given in a forthcoming report.

23
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NO MENC LAT URE

a semimajor axis

A rotation matrix defined by Eq. (20)

b semiminor axis

B the impact parameter vector defined by Eq. (1)

c defined for the hyperbola by Eq. (3)

the angular momentum constant =

.2
the vis viva, or total energy = s - (2p/r)

e e Cetrieilv

E e,:centric anomaly for an ellipse

F corresponding anomaly for the hyperbola

1 l, mI) miss components = B T and B T, respectively

1 mea:n motion

0 unit vector in the direction of the Moon's pole

p semilatus rectum of the conic

P unit v-tor directed toward the periapsis

q distance from focus to vertex of conic

Q uni' vector in orbital plane normal to P

r distance from focus

r position vector

R, T uuit vectors perpendicular to S which are associated with the miss

components, defined by Eqs. (9) to (12)
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NOMENCLATURE (Cont 'd)

S the speed

S unit vector in the direction of the incoming asymptote,

defined by Eq. (4)

t time, epoch

T epoch of periapsis

v true anomaly

A
v (1(fln (t by Eq. (I )

w 1 , w 2 , w3 establish the rotation of the-P, Q, and XW axes, defined by Eq. (20)

V the unit vector normal to the plane; used with P and Q

p ravitational o(-nstan multiplied b, the mass of the

att rac.tinm center

(P ,Os angles whic-h give orientation of S, defined by Eqs. (5) to (8)
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